Oxidative stress activates the pro-survival TrkA pathway through membrane cholesterol loss.
Neuronal activity is a highly demanding energetic process, resulting in the gradual accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Despite comparatively weak anti-oxidant defence systems, neurons outlive the pressure of ROS by activating most robust anti-stress mechanisms. We recently showed that one such mechanism is the activation of the TrkB receptor pathway, in turn determined by the loss of membrane cholesterol. It is not known however what causes the loss of membrane cholesterol. We here show that in differentiated PC12 cells induction of ROS is paralleled by a moderate loss of membrane cholesterol and the activation of the pro-survival TrkA receptor. Pharmacological reduction of cholesterol in non-stressed cells triggers TrkA activation while cholesterol replenishment inhibits receptor activation induced by stress. Moreover, addition of a ROS inhibitor prevented cholesterol loss and receptor activation under stress. These results highlight cholesterol loss as a compensatory protective mechanism against acute stress.